
Bruno needs some help filling in his
holiday crossword puzzle. Can you

answer each clue and fill in the grid?

Bruno's Holiday Crossword Puzzle

Down: 
1. We wish yarn lasted as long as the oil celebrated 
     during this holiday! 
3. Our fair state and an accessory to warm a hand. 
4. A common fiber accessory Frosty might wear. 
5. One hook stitching. 
7. One’s stash is never full enough of this. 
8. These small tools make great gifts for fiber artists. 
11. You may be on Santa’s naughty list if you don’t make 
       a _____ swatch. 
12. You may have to fight off a panda for this eco- and 
       vegan-friendly fiber. 
15. Twas the night before ____. 
16. Projects made with this colorwork technique use 
       bobbins that look like ornaments. 
17. Despite its name, this middle weight of yarn might be 
       the best! 
18. There’s no place like home for Michigan Fine Yarns. 
19. A quick accessory Santa is known to wear.
21. These “ugly Christmas” garments are a hit at parties! 

Across: 
2. Delicate fabric that may resemble snowflakes. 
6. Two needles clacking. 
9. A large, oft-crocheted heirloom blanket. 
10. Fabric at wrists and necklines to keep out 
       the chill. 
13. Warmer than wool. Friendlier than a llama. 
14. You might hang these large socks near your 
       fireplace in December. 
20. You Make. We _____. 
22. Recipes for goods that we don’t recommend
       eating. 
23. Extra cozy pattern of crossing stitches.



ANSWER KEY!
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